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The following paper was originally published in Lacan Quotidien no. 270. This

modified version has been taken from the pamphlet published by the Lacan lnstitute

Du marriage et des psychanalystes, Ed. M. de Franga and E.Miller-Rose, La Rdgle

du Jeu/Navarin/Le Champ freudien, 2013. Eric Laurent is a former President of the

World Association of Psychoanalysis and an Analyst Member of the New Lacanian

School.

T*, Declaration of the 13 January "against the instrumentatisation of

psychoana[ysis", that we have just signed fotlowing hostite demonstrations
against the proposed [aw on "marriage for a[t" and modifications of fiLiaI

standards to come, mentions that "it is up to each speaking being to find the

paths of their desire, which are for each one singu[ar, twisted and marked by

contingency and bad encounters." lt takes into account the generaI twists in what
constitutes communication for the speaking anima[.

To seek in psychoanatytic experience and in Lacan's teaching the guarantee

of an "anthropologicaI invariant" is particu[arty twisted however. lt is quite simpl.y

a misreading, an enslavement of psychoanalysis for conservative ends, erasing

Lacan's whote questioning of the "Names-of-the-Father" in the p[urat. From the

outset, Lacan's aim was to extend the domain of the Name-of-the-Father in the

context of divorced famities in the'30s - such as his own!
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Divorce and the Oedipus Complex

Ir is absurd to state that he who, as earLy as 1938, before the restoration of
Petain, in his "Famity Complexes..." in the p[urat, criticalty evaluated the
contribution of the Freudian "0edipus Comptex", now finds himsetf dragged in as
guarantor of an immutabte order. He who pleaded for the comptexity of divorced
and reconstructed fami[ies, noting that they were "a training for reason", now
finds himsetf enrolted as guarantor of a sing[e form of representation of sexual
difference.

Desire and Re'constituted Families

Lo.o, was "not one of those who aggrieved the supposed loosening of famity
ties." He rather undertined that this so-calted "loosening" was in fact a growing
comp[exity of ties through an incorporation of "the highest cutturaI progress",
inctuding equaI rights between man and woman. The further devetopment of his

work later made woman into another Name-of-the-Father, affirming equal.ity

beyond sexual difference. I wiLt devetop this point in other chronictes, but for the
moment it is enough to underline this comptex equaLity.

Ul.timatety, Lacan retated the birth of psychoanatysis to the context of the
"social dectine of the paternal imago". This on no account tegitimised a
"restorative" perspective, but rather an accounting for the veritabte ptace of the
father. According to Freud, re-read in the right way, the "father" was not an

anthropotogicat guarantor; he rather incarnated the transgressive character of

a singutar desire in the face of commonty accepted moral imperatives, which
claim to define how to Live the drive. The father - through his desire, if it is
accepted - separates the mother from her exclusive retation to the chitd. He

incarnates the pturatity of jouissances.

ln this way, Lacan based on Freudian reasoning the fate of divorced parents

who, [ike pioneers, broke with the moraI order. ln judiciaI institutions, divorce
had indeed restored the primacy of the coup[e's choice over fami[y order and that
of fil.iation. This is what appears ctearly in EngLish in the opposition between
"marriage" and "kinship".

Looking After the Objects (a)!

Tr,*rryears [ater, post 1958, in his "Note sur l'enfant", Lacan specifies in the
same vein that the father gives a name to an "incarnation of the Law in desire".
Those who go on at us about the "anthropologicaI invariant" read this statement
in the wrong way. They understand it as a "sublimation of desire in the Law" that,
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for good measure, is presumed naturat. ln otherwords, they read the function of

the father as a norma[isation of desire. The mother is the drive, the father the
Law. This reading is absurd. The discrepancy, the difference in question here is
that the Name-of-the-Father, a function that can be hetd by a woman, invents a

way of tooking after the mother's chitdren, her "objects tal", so as to inscribe
them in an immanent common [aw. What was dated in 1968 shoutd now be

brought up to date with the LGBT couptes.

Future Debates

0un Oectaration marks a beginning. After the vote on the law on "marriage for
at[', and up until the examination of famity Law, numerous debates witl take ptace

throughout French society. The battte over the father witt go on. This wi[[ be an

opportunity to clarify our position. 0f what is the father an incarnation? 0f a
monotone invariant, or the name of an invention of the way in which a given time
lives the contingency of the retationship between the sexes?

Transtated from the French by Natatie Wi.itfing
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